YASCNA Agenda

Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10 am
12 Traditions – Rhonda B
12 Concepts – John
Service Prayer – DJ J

Roll Call and GSR Reports
1. A New Light – Celeste-gsr: avg=16, newcomers=1, donation=$44
2. Basic Text Study – Frank R-gsr: avg=30, newcomers=1, donation=$65
7. Lunar Nooner – Trent gave report but is not representing group as a gsr. Avg=21, newcomers=7, donation=$50 there are service commitments available!!!
8. Lost & Found – Vince M-gsr: avg=80, newcomers=15, donation=$10. Meeting is no longer allowing vaping at all
9. The Sunset Group – Jason W-gsr: avg=35, newcomers=8, donation=$68 they are considering making this meeting an hour and a half long instead of one hour.
10. We Do Recover- Eric R-gsr: avg=50, newcomers=3, donation=$0. Meeting is allowing vaping, unless there are babies or children present and parent is not okay with it.
13. Serenity Saturday- ABSENT
14. No Addict Left Behind- Krystle-gsr: avg=34, newcomers=6, donation=$0
15. Alley Cats- ABSENT

Note:12 of 15 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis G- Nothing to report
Vice Chair – Alex T- Nothing to report
RCM1 – Trent C– see attached
RCM2- DJ J- missed region, will not do again.
H & I – Rhonda B- all panels were filled for the juvi and the dom. Jenny Lee has opening at the dom for two other spots to fill at the dom, will talk with her to see about that. Will announce to groups for members who are willing to go into the dom. Asked Alex (PR) if there are any other places to bring meetings to. At the juvi there was a woman allowed to get a badge with 3 months clean, will speak to Diana about if their policy has changed, ours is 6 months and a year to start speaking.
PR – working on the phone line. NEEDS addicts with experience in NA. using 113.50 from budget to get IPs. Will look into getting into pronghorn and other inpatient facilities that do not let their clients go to outside meetings.
Activities – Aaron K- dance results- starting budget 275. Spent 215.16 which left us with a surplus of 59.84. total income for the event was 585. So the profit is 369.84 and 644.84 was returned to area.
- Completion of the tye dye event, had a budget of 275 for the final printing, spent 191, returned 85 to area for this. (not sure what happened with that extras dollar)
Treasurer – Dominique C- (Preliminary Report)- $3,710
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Literature – Dave M- spent 594.07, took in 554.50 includes $6.30 discrepancy from last month
Secretary – Bailey M- got the check and gave it to Dominique from the verde valley for their half of the
campsite reservation for 2019. $154
- I received the t-shirts and did an inventory on them. Travis and I sold t-shirts at the dance,
we sold 3 long sleeves for $20 each ($60), 3 short sleeves for $15 each ($45), and two tank
tops for $15 each ($30) for a total of $135 turned in at the February area. I inventoried them
again after selling and gave a new list along with the shirts to Aaron. Here is the new
inventory of what we have left and need to sell.
13 long sleeves: 1 medium blue, 9 large red, 2 XL red, and 1 large red
12 short sleeves: 4 medium gray, 2 large red, 2 XL blue, 3 large blue, 1 medium blue
11 women’s tank tops: 5 grey large, 6 grey medium

Break @ 10:32  Reconvened @ 10:45
Note:11 of 15 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum-  Joe B- did anyone ask world about the t-shirt thing with madshirtz and our
website? Can we sell them that way and still be within guidelines/traditions?
   Trent- said he will e-mail world and find out.

Old Business-  discussed the pros and cons of quickbooks/excel. Voted on the motion from last
month and it did not pass.

New Business-  Nothing

End of Business
Treasurer’s Final Report-
Income: donations= $425
    Literature=$554.50
    Activities= $644 for dance and $85 for extra from budget for printing on tye dye event t-shirts
t-shirts from bailey= $135
    verde valley check for half of 2019 campsite= $154
    total= $1,997.50
expenses:  rent: $30 for h&l and area
    literature= $594.07
    Dave reimbursement= $295.34 gave Dominique receipts for printing meeting lists/ other area
stuff and supplies
Close Meeting  1st Krista 2nd Lauren
Meeting adjourned @  11:33   with 3rd Step Prayer.